CHANGING TO VEHICLE

1. Remove sword and roll out abdomen.
2. Roll out rear door and secure.
3. Roll out cannons and secure.
4. Roll out rear spoiler.
5. Roll out Rear bumper and secure.
6. Roll out side mirrors and secure.
7. Roll out side skirts and secure.
8. Roll out headlight and secure.
9. Roll out front bumper and secure.
10. Roll out front grille and secure.
11. Roll out side mirrors and secure.
12. Roll out side skirts and secure.
13. Roll out headlight and secure.
14. Roll out front bumper and secure.
15. Roll out front grille and secure.
16. Roll out side mirrors and secure.
17. Roll out side skirts and secure.
18. Roll out headlight and secure.
19. Roll out front bumper and secure.
20. Roll out front grille and secure.
